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Council reshuffles
scholarship funds
President's scholarship formed
By Becki Luedde
Assistant News Editor
The President's
President’s Council, with
the input of the Student Financial
Planning Committee, re-evalu
re-evaluated the financial aid policies at
· their Jan. 18 meeting.
The Council added roughly
$17,000
$ 17,000 to the Merit Scholarship
and decreased the Athletic ScholSchol
arship by about $7,000.
They also renamed the Merit
Scholarship the Presidential
Scholarship, in order to make its
function more clear.
The newly named Presidential
Scholarships and the Athletic
Scholarships now take up 33.7
percent each of the financial aid
budget, which includes all scholschol
arships except the Maclellan
Scholar’s Program.
Program.
Scholar's
Prom
The Church Partnership Promise is still under evaluation, how
however. Both the Council and the
recog
Financial Aid Committee recognize the need to change it.
The Diversity Scholarship de
decreased slightly, and $2579 was
allocated for the increased com
compensation of student senate of
officer positions.
These decisions are partially
due to the questions posed last
semester by Matt Lindley, StuStu
dent Senate President.
He was concerned that the ath
athletic scholarships were too high,
and that they did not reflect the
school’s
school's priorities accurately.
accurate! y.
President Frank Brock comcom
mented that "the
“the Merit ScholarScholar
ships actually include more than
just the academic scholarships.
Music is included, as well as the
Maclellan Scholar’s
Scholar's Program, to
some extent.
“For this reason, we changed
"For
the name of the Merit ScholarScholar
Scholar
ship to the Presidential Scholarship.
“We hope this will also encourencour
''We
age recipients of this scholarship

to be more active in the Covenant
community
....The
The name invokes
community..
academic excellence, yes, but it
also seems to include leadership
qualities,"
qualities,” said Brock.
According to Brock, the new
name helps further the goal of the
Five Year Plan to "increase
“increase our
effectiveness in preparing gradu
gradu~
ates for service to God as reform
reforminfluences in society."
society.”
ing !nfluences
Brock hopes that the decrease
in athletics scholarships funding
is understood.
"We aren’t
aren't unhappy with ath
“We
athletics; I am in full support of
Covenant's
Covenant’s Athletic Department.
“The athletic program is crecre
"The
ating leaders, and I believe par
participation in athletics is in keep
keeping with the Five Year Plan, as it
helps stud~nts
students become Reform
Reformsociety,” Brock
ing influences in society,"
said.
The decision concerning the
Church Partnership Promise is
still pending.
The Partnership Program says
“every student from a church giv
"every
giving to the college at the level of
$8 per member will receive an
$600—and a
outright grant of $600-and
commitment that 100 percent of
student’s finanfinan
every qualifying student's
Cov
cial need will be met by Covenant.”
enant."
This financial need is met
through scholarships, grants,
loans and work study.
Brock says the problem with
the CPP is "we're
“we’re spending more
money than w
e’re getting;
we're
skepti
churches here have been skeptical about this program, because
it seems too good to be true; the
point here is that it is."
is.”
President’s Council
Both the President's
and the Student Financial Aid
Committee emphasize that under
the new guidelines, the program
will be based more on merit than
on need.

continued on page 3

Ice Storm ooff '96
‘96 leaves its beautiful,
The lee
beautiful, yet potentially dangerous,
dangerous, mark on Covenant’
Covenant'ss campus.
Carter Hall serves as
a warm haven while the powerfails throughout the rest ooff the college.
as.a

Ice Storin
Storm of '96
‘96 fells trees,
leaves thousands without
without·power
By Rachel Kennedy
Editor-in-Chief
The groundhog certainly didn’t
didn't
want to venture from his warm
abode to see his shadow on Feb.
2 and neither did Covenant Col
College students as the Ice Storm of
‘96 brought them their third day
'96
of canceled classes due to haz
hazardous winter weather since the
beginning of this semester.
Hundreds of power lines and
trees were downed as they sur
surrendered under the weight of the
ice leaving roads impassable and
residents with no power.
Beginning Thursday night,
Covenant students and other resi
residents of the Lookout Mountain
area experienced about a 36-hour
period of precipitation and bru
brutal temperatures.
The initial rain soon turned to
freezing rain which covered the
school in a two- to three-inch
shell of ice.
By Friday afternoon, a layer

'

of snow covered the ice
Throughout the weekend,
Electric Power Board crews
worked to restore power as they
cleared the roads of power lines
and trees.
Fortunately, Covenant only
lost power from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. on Friday. During this time
the school’s
school's generator powered
emergency lights and the fire
alarm system.
“The
"The power fluctuation prob
probably was the more irritating thing
rather than the ice and snow it
itself,”
self," said Bob Harbert, Vice
President of Administration and
Finance.
“Probably
"Probably the most significant
damage the ice caused was addi
additional falling of the concrete in
front of the chapel,”
chapel," said Harbert.
Harbert.
However, with the wind-chill
as low as 30 below zero, many
faculty and staff members who
are residents of Lookout Moun
Mountain were without power and heat
until Sunday or Monday.

Because of the hazardous con
conditions, C
ovenant canceled
Covenant
canceled
classes on Friday—the
Friday-the third day
of missed classes this semester.
“I’m
"I'm concerned about faculty
and staff members and off-cam
off-campus students who have to make
it to campus, but since we’re
we're
largely residential we probably
hold class a little more often than
we would otherwise,”
otherwise," said Nick
Barker, Vice President of Aca
Academic Affairs.
Affairs.
Classes were held Monday,
Feb. 5 despite persisting ice.
“I
"I think we have to make deci
decisions about holding school
largely on the basis of...health
of... health
and
ahd safety considerations,”
considerations," ex
explained Barker.
“At
"At the college level, my hope
is that both faculty members
merµbers and
students will be aware enough of
the overall kinds of academic re
responsibilities they have and will
do a lot of reading and will make
adjustments as they need to,”
to,"
continued Barker.

.
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Student leadership reexamined

disI know that presently there is much dis
Included in the discussion about new
Schol
lead- cussion concerning the Maclellan Scholscholarship proposals is the topic of lead
arship Program and the type of students it
ership.
don’t
The changes in the proportion of differdiffer is recruiting. There are some who don't
ent scholarship funds seems to be a sign see the proper amount of leaders coming
look out of the program.
of a general trend that Covenant is lookI have heard many commenting that
ing for students who will be leaders.
schol
However, what is really really meant by even those receiving the Maclellan scholarship are not really outstanding in any one
“leader” is not tightly defined.
"leader"
area—even Maclellan scholars who are
In the past, there have been numerous area-even
aren't taking the
la- supposed to be leaders aren’t
articles and statements made by people la
menting the fact that there aren't
aren’t enough initiative to lead as they should.
"leaders"
“leaders” here at CovenantCovenant— not enough . Presently, many are looking for ways to
schol
aren’t see that those receiving Maclellan scholstudents enter senate elections, there aren't
compet arships do take more of an initiative to lead
a competitive number of students competpo in various areas of the school.
ing for RA positions, and many other pounHowever, at an institution that proclaims
sitions that require leadership are left un
academics should be the primary concern,
contested.
“leader” is it seems that those who lead in the area of
The typical definition of a "leader"
usually grounded in a list of positions that academics should be most valued.
Of course, there is the criticism that
the "leader"
“leader” has held.
But what I wonder is what exactly does there are lots of students who concentrate
Covenant want? What type of a person solely on academics to the detriment of a
well-rounded education.
should be classified as a leader?
But since our primary calling right now
difOf course, the school wants many dif
leaders—leaders in the is to be students, this suggests we should
ferent types of leaders-leaders
ac do as well as we can in academics for the
classroom, leaders in extracurricular acglory of God. To do well at something
tivities, leaders in ministries, etc.
But it is important to define who CovCov definitely means it has to be a primary
enant values because to some extent this focus of our lives.
Seeing our life as students in this way
shows what Covenant values.

and concentrating on academics should
have profound implications.
First, an intense endeavor in academics
should show us what our God-given gifts
are. And once we start to discover what
some of our gifts are, we should have a
desire to exercise them.
doesn’t necessarily imim
However, this doesn't
ply that our endeavors should stop at acaaca
leadership--or using our
demics. Instead, leadership—or
gifts to serve in various areas-should
areas—should be
an outworking of our academic study.
Defining leadership by the number of
positions one holds or by the number of
activities one is involved in can be harmharm
aca
ful if it is placed in opposition with academics. Besides the inevitable dilemma of
not having enough time to give to academacadem
take· up too
ics because other activities take
much time, an inproper view of "leader“leader
ship”
ship" can take our focus away from where
it should be.
our
As students, we need to reexamine ourselves to make sure that we are concenconcen
trating on academics. We need to use this
endeavor to show ourselves how we can
we've been learning to lead/
outwork what we’ve
serve others, our school, and ultimately,
Christ.
of,-,, .... _,,_,. d ~
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4Artistic merit'
merit’ not justification for sin
'Artistic
pear Editor,
Dear
In the past few years, there have been
discuss
numerous articles in The Bagpipe discuss“good
"art" and what constitutes a "good
ing “art”
movie”
“good art"
art” to us as Christians.
movie" or "good
In this article, I seek to critique the pre
prevailing view of movies here at Covenant.
Let me assure you that I am open to adad
vice and suggestions.
Also, keep in mind this is not a blanket
movies—just most .
condemnation of all movies-just
“entertainment” movies watched by colcol
"entertainment"
lege students today.
“artistic merit"
merit” and
First, the terms "artistic
“common grace insights"
insights” are too narrowly
"common
defined to encompass all the aspects of a
“artistic merit"
merit”
movie. As I understand it, "artistic
means that a movie was well produced,
the actors were well prepared and did a
good job, and that the movie had a good
and interesting plot.
A“common grace insight"
insight” is an insight
A"common
“Christian” but was discovdiscov
that could be "Christian"
ered by a non-Christian, and/or is some
erect
other accurate or interesting insight about
life. There is nothing inherently wrong
with these definitions.
Unfortunately, however, students often
use these terms very subjectively to jus
justify viewing a very profane and immoral
movie. Profanity, sexual innuendoes, and
“sins: are all tolerated in the name
other "sins:
“art” or excused because the movie had
of "art"
“common grace insight"
insight” in it.
a "common
“artis
My point is this,our definition of "artistic merit”
m~rit" must include all aspects of a
movie, and finding a "common
“common grace inin
sight” in a movie does not automatically
sight"
make the movie "good."
“good.”
unconscio
It is both narrow-minded and unconscionable to silently tolerate what the Bible
says is wrong when evaluating a movie or
Let’s call sin "sin"
“sin” regardregard
anything else. Let's
less of the rest of the content of the movie.
Second, we have lost our conception of
what "art"
“art” is when we misapply the terms

“artistic merit"
merit” and "common
“common grace inin
"artistic
sights.” When we fail to condemn, and
sights."
even benevolently tolerate, "sin"
“sin” in mov
movies, we lose our distinction of what it
means to be a Christian and eventually get
to the point where our definition of good
“art” is not very much different from the
"art"
way our society defines "art."
“art.”
By their definition every single movie
produced has "art"
“art” in it. They use no stanstan
them
dard for judging anything, except them“feelings” at the end of
selves and their "feelings"
the movie.
Unfortunately, sometimes the only difdif
ference between them and us is that we
cleverly apply the terms "artistic
“artistic merit"
merit”
or find a "common
“common grace insight”
jusinsight" to jus
tify viewing behavior and actions that the
Bible says are wrong and that we must not
participate in.
.
Third, these subjective terms conflict
with absolute standards given in the Bible.
de
God defines who we are; we do not define ourselves.
We are to be a reflection of His glory.
ev
This means that everything we do and everything we participate in must reflect the
glory of God and further His kingdom here
on earth.
Ultimately, then, He also defines what
art is. That is why we must ask "What
“What does
this?” rather than "What
“What do
God think of this?"
this?” That is why we must
we think of this?"
“good”
compare what the movie says is "good"
“good.”
to what the Bible says is "good."
“artistic
If we fail to do this, the term "artistic
merit”
merit" becomes completely meaningless
and totally subjective, which defeats the
purpose of evaluating the movie in the first
place.
“entertainment” movies
Finally, most ''entertainment"
today reduce everything we hold to as
Christians to mere trivialities. Often life
is portrayed as one big joke—everyone
joke-everyone
rolls with the times and tries to have fun.
Life is reduced to a banal, shortsighted

triviallevel of meaningless dullness and trivial
ity. Nothing is sacred anymore:There
anymore. There is
very little respect for anyone or anything.
At this "low
“low level"
level” oflife,
of life, profanity and
vulgarity are tossed around with abandon
and we even laugh at it sometimes.
Then comes the Christian life in which
God calls us "to a much higher, grander
God’s
scale of living, that of obedience to God's
'
commands by His grace.
The Bible even says that God is able to
“do immeasurably more than all we ask
"do
imagine.” God would have us live joy
joyor imagine."
fully and
and fully, with His supernatural
power at work in our lives.
There is never any need for, ·or
or tolera
toleration for, what the Bible says is wrong.
I think we as Christians need to ask
some hard question about how much of
this "movie
“movie culture"
culture” we are going to alal
low in our lives. ·
I challenge everyone to reassess how
“art” and evaluate movmov
they understand "art"
“take every thought captive"
captive” to
ies, and to "take
the Word of God.
When watching or evaluating movies,
imagine what God would think of it if He
were watching it with you. Ask if it rere
flects the glory of God and furthers His
kingdom.
Most movies today fail in the area of
profanity and trivialization of what God
says is sacred. If this is the case, watching
ques
the movie in the first place is to be questioned.
Do not be caught in the narrow confines
“artistic merit”
merit" that says
of a view called "artistic
“good show"
show” justifies a movie, and be
a "good
very careful how you define a "common
“common
grace insight.”
insight."
Watch the very words you speak, that
they might reflect your Christianity, not
the culture around you, so that you may
best give God all the glory in your life for
the great things He has done.
—Stephen Wynja
-Stephen
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Self-examination to
bring about change
SACS re-accredidation committee to visit school
By Rob Peck
Staff Writer
With Covenant College's
College’s Self Study finfin
ished and the leader of the Southern AsAs
sociation of Golleges
Colleges and Schools (SACS)
re-accreditation committee corning
coming on a
preemptory visit in two weeks, the faculty
is preparing for re-accredidation.
According to President Frank Brock, the
main benefit of the process has been the
intricate self-examination that went on
within each department during the Self
Study.
"A
“A lot of little things were brought to
our attention and we immediately began
to change bit by bit,"
bit,” Brock commented
on the evaluation process.
Some of the more significant changes
will take place in the areas oflibrary
of library techtech
nology, hiring requirements and the deterdeter
mination of faculty load.
Harry Pinner, the Director of InstituInstitu
tional Research and Planning, and Paul
Hesselink, Professor of English, are now
formulating an addendum to the Self Study
which will include the plans for change in
these and other areas.
"Fortunately,"
“Fortunately,” Brock said, "there
“there is
nothing major [in the Self Study or addenadden
dum]."
dum].”
com
When the SACS re-accredidation com-

mittee visits April 1-4, they will assess
both the Self Study and addendum and see
if Covenant College has met all the SACS
accreditation standards.
The committee will be requesting interinter
views with students while they are on camcam
pus. Their purpose will be to verify the
self-assessment done in the Self Study.
When asked how he would like to see
students face the questions of the SACS
committee Brock encouraged complete
honesty. He also expressed one major concon
cern.
"My
“My greatest concern,"
concern,” said Brock, "is
“is
as a Christian college being evaluated by
a non-Christian organization-how
organization—how will
they feel about the things we see as imim
portant, like a biblical framework."
framework.”
Brock expressed his concern that the
committee will be so short-sighted in their
focus on academic success that they will
will
be skeptical of Covenant's
Covenant’s "Bible
“Bible college"
college”
atmosphere.
He encouraged the students to recognize
the potential criticalness of the commitcommit
tee for Covenant College's
College’s "higher
“higher purpur
poses"
poses” and to be aware of this while they
answer the committee's
committee’s questions.
"I
“I hope that we can show them that we
are committed to Christ, committed to a
Christian world view, but also committed
to excellence in education,"
education,” said Brock.

McKay
Used Books and CDs

Duckworth has student relation experience due to his recruiting fo
forr basektball.

Duckworth takes new_
new title
By Rob Peck
Staff Writer
men's assistant bas
basTony Duckworth, men’s
ketball coach and accounting assistant for
Covenant College, has replaced Dick
Allen, former Dean of Experiential StudStud
posiies, who has moved into a full-time posi
tion with the Quest program
program as the
program's primary instructor.
program’s
As the new Director of Experiential
Studies, Duckworth will be responsible
for, "the
“the development, implementation and
administration of all experiential studies
programs."
programs.” This includes all study abroad
programs.
Duckworth comes into his new position
in a time of transition for the experiential
studies program.
The Curriculum Committee will be
meeting in the next couple of weeks to fi
finalize their review of the guidelines and
requirements for cross cultural experi
experi-

recences. The committee will then make rec
ommendations for change in the program.
According to Dennis Miller, Dean of
ExperienAcademic Administration and Experien
tial Studies, the major change will be a
new emphasis on domestic cross-cultural
experiences.
If changes come into effect as planned,
students will be able to fulfill their crosscultural requirements in local urban areas
such as Chattanooga,
Chattanoo_?a, and at home during
the summer.
The goal of the changes, says Miller, is
to "individually
“individually work around each
student's
cirstudent’s own schedule and financial cir
cumstances."
cumstances.”
cross-culDuckworth brings significant cross-cul
tural experience to the job. He has worked
with Score International, a program like
that of Athletes in Action, traveling to
Costa Rica and using basketball as an
evangelization tool.

Scholarships change, cont'd
cont’d

Chattanooga’s largest used book and CD
Spend an afternoon browsing through Chattanooga's
We have over 20,000 used CDs in stock, 90,000 used books, 1,500 used videos,
store. We
plus a large selection of
o f used video games, laser discs, new and used books on tape,
o f new magazines.
and a select group of

Chattanooga
6401 Lee Highway
Phone: 892-0067

Monday
Monday-- Thursday 9am-9pm
Friday - Saturday 9am-10pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm

Presently, students receiving the Partnership program must maintain a 3.0
G.P.A.; however, the committee is consid
considering changing the program to a tuition
discount based on a GPA point index.
Joe Stevens, Directorof
Director of Admissions and
a member of the Financial Aid Commit
Committee, explains .that "the
“the higher your GPA,
the more amount of scholarship funding
would be available for you if we imple
implement this suggestion."
suggestion.”
This change in the program would shift
the attraction of the Partnership ScholarScholar
deship, but Stevens hopes it would not de
crease the benefits Covenant receives from
churches'
churches’ support.
“Right now, this program is most attrac
"Right
attractive to those with very high need. While
the attraction would shift a little to the
lower need bracket, since they could ben
benwouldn't neces
necesefit more [than now], it wouldn’t
sarily decrease the interest of those with
high need, depending on student profi
proficiency," said Stevens.
ciency,”
Brock, however, is a little wary.
“Churches may not be as eager to supsup
"Churches
port Covenant if the student they’re
they're sup
supporting doesn’t
doesn't necessarily receive 100
percent of their need. I hope they realize

that Covenant loses money with this program. However, cutting the benefits we
give could cut the revenue we get.”
get."
The Diversity Scholarship decreased
slightly, from 23 percent of the financial
aid budget to 22.1 percent. However, Pat
Ralston, Chair
of the Multi-Cultural ComCom
Chairofthe
mittee, is happy with the decision, as the
committee received the amount for schol
scholarships they had proposed.
Ralston believes the Diversity scholar
scholarship is in keeping with the Five Year Plan.
“I think the Diversity scholarship is
"I
important, in one way because Covenant
thinks it’s
it's important. According to the Five
Year Plan, we have a goal to have a more
diverse campus; the only . way to get this
is through diversity scholarships."
scholarships.”
Brock agrees, "Diversity
“Diversity scholarship
recipients enrich the campus, but the over
overall importance of having multi-cultural
students at Covenant is to develop reform
reforming influences for diverse communities."
communities.”
Brock is also happy that the Council
allotted $2579 to increase compensation
for student senate officers. This amount
changes the officer's
officer’s compensation sigsig
nificantly, from one-half of one percent of
the financial aid budget to .08 percent.
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Kant’s dualistic thinking
Kant's
present at Covenant
By Phil Ledgerwood
Religion & Philosophy Editor

When was the last time you heard one
of the following statements on campus?
“This preacher
pr~acher teaches great doctrine,
"This
doesn't apply it
but he doesn’t
per"That per
life." “That
to my life.”
doesn’t know
son doesn't
hardly any theology,
but I really admire
hristian
Christian
his/her C
walk."
w
alk.” "We're
“W e’re not
doc
going to read the Bible to learn some doctrine or something theoretical like that.
We’re
We're going to look for good, practical
things."
things.”
you've ever entered into a discussion
If you’ve
about spiritual matters, you know that it
isn’t long before somebody pipes up with
isn't
about knowing
a disparaging comment ·about
doctrine, saying that it may be interesting
and all, but the important thing is not learnlearn
ing doctrine, but learning practical
things—or
“applies” to
things-or how the doctrine "applies"
.
life.
· It seems that, for some, theology and
Fur
practice have a wall between them. Furusether, the theology side of the wall is use
less, unless it can cross over to the other
“practical.” This division
side and become "practical."
between theology and practice is not only
artificial, but rooted in apostate thought.
Let’s
at
Let's go back to the Greeks. In an attempt to synthesize the competing reli
reliimgious ideals of transitory nature and im
famortal form, Plato came up with his fa
mous metaphysic. He made the forms, the
“world,” as it
ideas, dwell in a separate "world,"
bewere, from the world of objects and be
becoming. He made a radical division be
tween the idea and the actual.
Aristotle retained this metaphysic, but
asserted the notion that the objects, the
practical, was where real value lay.
In an attempt to synthesize the ChrisChris
tian schemata of creation, fall and redemp
redemp~deal and
tion with the Greek dualism of ideal
actual, Thomas Aquinas constructed what
“nature-grace
is often referred to as the "nature-grace
dichotomy.”
dichotomy."
In other words, .God
God and the truths of
Scripture constituted the realm of grace,
which was separate from the natural world
we live in. The link between these two
realms was miracles.
If the nature-grace dichotomy is truly
the way things are, this dualism creates
the rationale for evidential apologetics as
we cannot begin with Scripture, because
those truths are separate from the natural
world. We must somehow reason from the
natural world to the realm of grace.
At this point, however, it is only impor
important to note that Aquinas makes this clasclas
sical "division"
“division” between Scriptural truth
world" by borrowing from
"real world”
and the “real
metaphysics .
Grecian, pagan metaphysics.
division
manifesvision finds its ultimate manifes
.This di

tation with Immanuel Kant. According to
Kantian metaphysics, the supernatural
occupies one realm, called noumenal, and
the natural occupies the phenomenal. Kant
also theorized that our knowledge arises
from experience.
Therefore, we can only know truth about
God through experiencing Him-it
Him—it is
amazing how many Christians share this
view. However, because we OJ1ly
only experiexperi
can’t know God
ence the phenomenal, we can't
or anything about Him in a real way.
Why did Kant keep God around? He
needed God as a basis for ethics. Let me
say that again: God and truths about Him
were only valuable to Kant insofar as they
forr ethical
supplied us with guidelines fo
behavior in the natural world.
Kant wants you to read the Bible for
practical things, not doctrine. Kant doesn't
doesn’t
don't apply the truth of
like sermons that don’t
experiScripture to
to his daily ethics and experi
ence. Kant provides the foundation for
students’ view of theoltheol
many Covenant students'
ogy.
Kant’s
foun
Kant's dualism that provides this foundation is rooted in apostate thought. You
complete the syllogism.
theolThe fact of the matter is, while theol
ogy and piety are ontologically different,
they are concurrent. One does not occur
without the other.
If someone knows a lot of theology but
has no piety, they have not learned true
If someone has a pious life but
doctrine. If-someone
o f Day of
o f Prayer.
knows no doctrine, they do not have true Greg Baus meditates on the epistemic foundationalism of
piety. Just as faith without works is dead
and works without faith are unacceptable
to God, so is the matter with doctrine and
it was promoted, the Day of Prayer concon
piety.
By
Greg Baus
Lord's
stitutes a blantent mockery of the Lord’s
Baus
By Greg
Further, to say that what Scripture is Religion & Philosophy Editor
Day.
Day.
saying and what it means to my life are
Those who advocate unpopular views
Don Graham rejoiced aloud in chapel
two different things is to fall into Kant’s
Kant's are often pressured
pos about what a wonder it was that Covenant
into defensive postrap. The teachings of Scripture are what
tures. I have found this to be the case with College would have one whole day each
the Bible means to your life, and the pur
pur- myself
“Sabbatarian” concon semester to pray. The advertizement post
postin supporting a "sabbatarian"
pose of Scripture is to reveal Christ to us.
ers made the day sound like a one time
ception of Sundays.
Once we realize this, we conclude that
espe- opportunity to meet with Jesus.
Defensive postures are tiresome, espe
learning truths about Christ is learning
enBoth Dr. Graham and the posters en
don't attack you,
cially when opponents don’t
truths about ourselves insofar as we are but rather ignore
solu couraged the student to reflect:
refl_ect: imagine,
you. My fool proof soluunited to Christ. However, to preach Christ tion to this problem has always been to amidst the hustle and bustle of your sese
and then translate this into some moral take the offensive. This creates a poten
poten- mester, you can stop and exclusively deal
injunction that is not present in the text is tially annoying situation for the opponent, with devotional matters. This is certainly
to add to it and to slander God’s
revela- and the results of such a situation can never a rare opportunity.
God's revela
tion.
be forseen. Yet, on occassion, it makes for
Not quite. If those responsible for the
Philosophy affects our theology more an exciting article.
Day of Prayer had a bit more sensitivity
than we like to admit. This makes it all
No doubt, attacking the "Day
“Day of Prayer”
Prayer" to our confession, and I might add, to a
the more vital to be aware of how this ococ is nothing but
inevita- proper view of scriptural teaching, they
self-defeating. One inevita
curs.
bly looks like an unspiritual idiot. And still, would have been aware that our Lord has
In this particular instance, let us set ourour I prefer
such a reputation to the haunting already povided such a Day.
hu
selves free from the Enlightenment huLord's Day after the
However, on the Lord’s
knowledge that I never protested against
manism of Kant which has its roots in
Day of Prayer, many of us were busy
this institutional evil.
ar
Greek paganism. Let us eliminate the arSetting aside a regular work day for watching the Super Bowl, studying, or
tificial dichotomy we have established
prayer is not, of course, in itself a bad shopping, and thus failed to recieve the
between doctrine and practice.
thing. But when set in the context of how blessing of holy rest.
Let us see that doctrine is essential to
any true Christian practice, and that
th_at there
is no separation between the truths of
God’s Word and their application to our
God's
lives.

LOOKING FOR SPRING BREAK
"'
SUN?
FUN IN THE SUN!
PANAMA CITY BEACH

LUXURY CONDOS

AT SUMMIT NEXT TO SPINNAKER CLUB
OWNER DISCOUNT RATES
OWNER
(404)355-9637
(404)355-9637

Day of Prayer attacked

Terminology of the Bi-Week:

forr
presents a new technical word every other week fo
o f your vocabulary.
the amelioration of
prolegomena (PRO-li-GOM-a-nuh) n. : preliminary or prefatory remarks; fore
word.
This word is derived from the Greek prefix pro-, meaning "before,"
“before,” and the root
legein, meaning "to
“to speak."
speak.”
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Fallen communication distorts objective truth
activities simply must not have gone out into guage that I u$e
u"Se to understand and describe
the real world and tried to communicate.
them are never completely accurate reflections
Language, like the rest of human reality, is of reality, either.
To my surprise, one of the issues being de
de- fallen. Moreover, we who use language are also
Certainly as God sanctifies my understand
understandbated at Covenant College this year is an epis- fallen.
ing of the truth about things, my words will
temological one: to what extent does a text
'Therefore, it is always difficult and often more and more accurately reflect his reality.
Therefore,
contain objective truth? What is the value of impossible to convert our ideas about things in But the fact that I will always be en mute
route to
human language in communicating what is the world into words, symbols of the human that understanding suggests that I will never,
really real?
mind, and to transfer those ideas to other minds in this world, actually reach it.
I am writing this es
es- with any sort of accuracy.
And compounding the problem of our
say in hopes that it will
When we attempt to communicate, then, and fallenness are the limitations of the English lan
lanhelp me to think this we more or less fail, we are left with the quesques guage and the limitations of our abilities as
through and will help us tion of where truth resides.
writers.
to discuss this issue
Does truth reside in the outer world, in those
All of this said, we come to the original quesques
without suspicion and things which caused me to want to communi
communi- tion: as you read or hear what I have said, can
intolerance, and perhaps with less confusion.
cate in the first place? Are the brute facts “out
"out you find objective truth in my words? Is there
First, I believe, we need to decide whether . there?
thereT’But what does that world offacts mean . objective truth in my human language as you
we are talking theoretically or practically when before I bring my human understanding to it? read it?
we ask this question.
refonned Christian I believe that part
As a reformed
Well, I would hope that, to some extent,
Theoretically, it seems to me, some of the of the cultural mandate is for me to go out and something has been communicated. But I can
questions about objective truth that our culture bring my human understanding to that world, only hope that what you have received from
has been asking are easy for a Christian to an
an- to name the animals as Adam did.
what I have said accurately reflects what I have
swer. There certainly is objective truth in the
Well then, does the truth reside in my hu
hu- meant to convey to you.
universe. Christ has walked this world, and he man perceptions and ideas about that world?
Where then does truth reside? I am left with
told us ‘1
''I am..
am ....the
the truth.”
truth."
No, because those ideas have been encoded in saying that it resides in God, but this doesn’t
doesn't
Any Christian should confess that the whole human symbols which may or may not accuaccu leave me without hope.
and complete truth exists within the omniscient rately reflect what really has happened out there
As God pours that truth out into the universe,
God.As
"God in the world.
mind of God
As people said in the sixties, “God
as He reveals it to you and me, we do receive
man." Nor is this purely theoretical,
is for real, man.”
As a Christian who believes that humans snatches of it, and we are able, more and more
the existence oftruth makes adifferencein
theexistenceoftruth
a difference in what are created in the image of God, I believe that to communicate it to one another. Furthermore,
we can hope for as we communicate with each the tool of language does help us to analyze God has given us the Bible.
other.
and understand what is really there, that the
Now, of course, most Christians will lodge
Simply stated—whatever
stated-whatever our beliefs about human mind is equipped to comprehend real
real- an objection right here, and it is this objection
truth-language, as it is used practically in the ity.
truth—language,
which, I believe, is really the basis of the whole
world, often does not work veiy
very well. Anyone
But as a Christian who believes in the fall, I argument at Covenant this semester.
who accepts the naive view that language and am forced to admit that, to some extent, those
What about the Bible? Doesn’t
Doesn't the Bible
communication are simple and transparent human perceptions and the categories of lan
Ian- communicate objective truth about God? Yes,

By Cliff Foreman
Faculty Writer

GET
IN

the Bible does. But the Bible only communicommuni
cates objective truth about God as we read it in
this world because the Bible is inspired by and
used by the Holy Spirit
Spirit.
And the very fact that such assistance of the
Holy Spirit is necessary underscores the point
I am making about the fallenness of human
language and human communication.
The Bible does not communicate objective
truth about God to unbelievers, because they
don't accept what it is attempting to commu
don’t
communicate. Nor does it communicate truth to us
when we are not listening or listening with
hardened hearts.
This is not neo-orthodoxy, because, you will
remember, I am only talking about the practi
practical issue of communication here, not the theo
theoretical or theological issue of the existence of
objective truth.
The Bible is the word of God, but is also a
human book in human language. As the Holy
Spirit applies the words of scripture to our lives,
God communicates truth about himself to us.
Some of you will of course say that my very
writing of this essay shows that I don't
don’t really
believe that communication is that helpless of
an enterprise. You will say that I am contracontra
dicting myself by writing this in the first place.
However, that would only be
~ a contradic
contradiction if I really believed that I were communi
communicating my thoughts to you clearly and directly,
or that you were receiving them clearly.
I have no such hope. I believe, though, that
we Christians should keep at it. Progress can
be made, and unlike those who have no hope,
we believe that some day we will see the whole
Truth face to face.

■®
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Thompson brings A~ten's
Austen’s Sense to Hollywood
o f love, disappointment
Movie pursues themes of
proving to be nothing like his sister, and
he and Elinor seem to form an attachment.
Fanny steps in, however, with scarcely
With spring fast approaching us here at concealed spite,telling Mrs. Dashwood
Covenant College, and engagements and that Edward's
Edward’s family did not wish him to
match.
rumors of engagements already beginning make such an unadvantageous match.
Mrs. and the Misses Dashwood leave
felici
to reach our ears, a movie with a felicitous focus on the way people deal with for another house nearly immediately, and
appro the plot thickens as Colonel Brandon, a
love and disappointment is most approfriend of their neighbors, falls in love with
priate.
Keeping that in mind, everyone who has the second daughter, Marianne, who is as
the chance should make time to see Sense unrestrained as Elinor is restrained.
uninclined to return the sensen
and Sensibility this semester.
Marianne, unincline~
The movie, although perhaps just anan timent, unceasingly makes fun of his age,
grave—he
other part of the latest Hollyw9od
Hollywood craze saying how near he is to the grave-he
for Jane Austen, was extremely well done roay
may have been around 40.
When she is rescued out of a rainstorm
and stayed very close to the novel itself.
charm ing, handsome
handsom e stranger,
A few minor characters were altered, a by a charming,
few speeches were cut short, and a few Marianne's
Marianne’s heart is captured, and she purpur
new scenes were added in the interest of sues romance with as much indecorum as
not losing the understanding of the 1996 Elinor has decorum.
Through a twisting plot where conviewer, and of keeping the movie under
con
cealed things come to light and important
three hours long.
The result was a movie remarkably able things are concealed, Elinor and Marianne
to retain interesT
interest and attention, while enen learn to experience their loves and losses
tirely free of sex, nudity and bad language, each with the method of her sister.
Elinor learns to express sensibility, and
the usual movie attention-getters.
The Dash
wood family has just suffered Marianne learns how to show sense.
Dashwood
This movie, although not of such grangran
the loss of their father. While attempting
admit
to make provision for his wife and their diose scale as a world disaster, and admitthree unmarried daughters, on his deathdeath tedly without any car chases or special
bed the father made his son promise to effects, was as endearing as the book was,
and done admirably well.
make sure they had a living.
In fact, the screenplay, adapted by
However, the son's
son’s money-grubbing
wife, Fanny, soon talks him out of it, and Emma Thompson, won a Golden Globe,
the couple moves into the house as master and the movie itself won a Golden Globe
and mistress, leaving Mrs. Dashwood and for Best Picture.
D uring the course of Sense and .
her daughters degraded to the position of
During
Sensibility,an emotive moviegoer will be
visitors.
The three girls and their mother deal taken from laughter to tears several times.
Such a well-done movie recommends
with their grief in various ways, with only
Elinor (Emma Thompson) showing any this Hollywood Jane Austen craze to the
viewer, and makes one anxious to see the
tendency toward restraining herself.
Fanny’s brother, next installment.
After a while, the evil Fanny's
Perhaps a version of Mansfield Park?
Edward (Hugh Grant), comes as a visitor,

By Kjirstin Bentson
Guest Writer

Mrs. Dashwood and tempestuous Margaret console one another as they are forced
to leave their beloved home and move to smaller quarters.

A true Austenite, actress Emma Thompson labored four years on the screenplay that
Austen'ss romantic first novel to the screen.
brought Jane Austen’

Wodehouse series
provide humor, etc
proride
By Dorothy Fisher
Guest Writer
"A
critic-for such men, I re
re“A certain critic—for
exist-made the nasty re
regret to say, do exist—made
mark about my last novel that it contained
‘all
'all the old Wodehouse characters under
He will not be able to
different names.’..
names.' ....He
make a similar charge against Summer
Lightning. With my superior intelligence,
I have outgeneralled the man this time by
putting in all the old Wodehouse charac
characters under the same names. Pretty silly it
fancy_;,
will make him feel, I rather fancy.”
Thus begins the preface to one of the
Castle
Blandings C
astle novels by P.G.
Wodehouse.
Pelham Grenville Wodehouse is a Brit
British humorist who lived from 1881 to 1975.
He wrote over ninety books.
The Blandings Castle saga begins with
Something Fresh which introduces us to
Lord Emsworth, ninth Earl of Blandings.
According to his sister, Lady Constance,
he is an idiot.
He is actually an absent-minded LonLon
don clubman who provides his waiters
with stories to tell about his eccentricities.
Emsworth’s
Blandings Castle is Lord Emsworth's
“With
estate. And, as Wodehouse tells us, "Without at least one impostor on the premises,
itself."
Blandings Castle is never itself.”
This fact provides much confusion for
Lord Emsworth who is already pegged as
lacking upstairs, as well as occasional con
confusion for the reader who is not always
clear on exactly what relation one charac
character is to another.
Blandings Castle is not the only place
to find an odd assortment of characters.
In a different series, readers are intro
introduced to Bertram Wooster, who lives in

London, and is a young man about town,
dependent on an allowance from an uncle.
He has a valet by the name of "Jeeves."
“Jeeves.”
Not only a valet, he is also Bertie’s
Bertie's but
butler, chauffeur and confidant,
confidant. r'/
Bertie is constantly getting himself into
"matrimonial
“matrimonial alliances,"
alliances,” and calls on
Jeeves to rally round and give advice on
how to extract himself from these en
entanglements.
These entanglements are either a result
of his own chivalry, stupidity, or assis
assistance from his aunts, who think Bertie
needs someone to take him in hand.
Some of the Blandings Castle stories
can be found in · the books: Something
Someth.ing
Fresh,
Fresh, Summer Lightning, and Heavy
Weather.
Carry On, Jeeves introduces readers
to Jeeves and Bertie and his circle of
friends. Other Jeeves and Bertie books
Jeeves: The Inimi
Inimiinclude: Very Good, Jeeves.
table Jeeves, and The Mating Season.
Covenant’s
Covenant's library is lacking in the
Wodehouse area; it has only one book by
Wodehouse, but fortunately it contains a
collection of his stories.
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Dragon Museum provides unique outing
By Lesley Monroe
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Are your weekends beginning to seem
like re-runs? Do the typical social outings
life—seeing movies,
of Covenant College life-seeing
eat—no longer excite you?
going out to eat-no
lei
In search of obscure but worthwhile leisure activities, I came across the Dragon
Dreams Museum.
The museum was founded four years
ago by Dr. Barbara Newton. Collecting
Newton's
ornamental dragons has been Newton’s
collec
passion since 1975, but since the collecde
tion was overcrowding her home, she decided to house them in her own personal
museum.
The small, not-quite-shabby building
looks rather like a house where your greataunt might live. However, inside is a truly
unique collection of dragon memorabilia,
including both the beautiful and the bibi
zarre.
As would be expected, the museum has
a Chinese Room and a Japanese Room.
The pieces from China include beautibeauti
ful boxes carved of ivory and bone, dragdrag
ons fashioned from jade, wood carvings,
and a bell set once used in ancestor worwor
ship.
From Japan, you can see pottery and
includ
some very unusual pieces of china, including beer steins and a miniature beer keg.

In the year 1006, an ornately-bound
manuscript containing the four Gospels
“wickedly stolen during the night”
night"
was "wickedly
from the Kells Monastery in Ireland.
Later that year the book was found
under
underburied
ground, having
been stripped of all
jewof its gold and jew
eled binding.
The pages of the
in
book remained intact though, and still
survive in Dublin
today, leaving for us
a rather mysterious
heritage.
No one knows
exactly when or
where the Book of
Kells was written,
although there are
some clues to its
general history.
in
The text was inscribed in Latin on
the skin of calves.
Because of the extravagant size of the
book— 14 inches by ten inches-it
inches—it is eses
book-14
timated that about 150 calves were used
for its production.
Each of the four Gospels was written
prob~
in a regular font-like calligraphy, prob
ably by monks.
“illuminated manuscripts,"
manuscripts,”
Like other "illuminated
the Book of Kells is supplemented by
full-page illustrations and the text itself
is decorated with lavish ornamentation
and monograµis
monogranis such as one might find
gracing the pages of an old-fashioned
fairy tale.

One of the tea sets is over 100 years old.
The oldest items in the museum are in
the Antiques & Things Room. My favorfavor
ite item in the room is an Indonesian battlebattle
ship, carved out of wood. The oldest piece,
however, is a 164-year-old pilgrim's
pilgrim’s wawa
tering flask from the Tibetan region.
educa
Perhaps the most unusual (and educaem
tional) item in this room is the tea set embellished with footless dragons.
disChinese and Japanese dragons are dis
tinguished by their feet. Unknown to the
typical Westerner, the Japanese dragons
have three toes, and the Chinese dragons
have four or five. Therefore, the origin of
this tea set is impossible to trace.
The Fantasy Room is a collection of
lit
modern dragon figurines inspired by literature. Some of the most beautiful are
from the Enchantica series from England.
These porcelain dragons, exquisitely
vihandmade, embody my own personal vi
sion of the mythical creatures.
An odd assortment of toys, accessories,
and recreational items make up the Fun
Room. Among the collection of fantasy
books and Halloween masks, the most
eye-catching object is the pinball machine.
Also included are-various
are various playthings of
a rather innocent nature, such as puzzles,
figurines—with
pull-toys, Pocket Dragon figurines-with
faces—and puppets, all
sickeningly cute faces-and
ne ask, "Are
of which make ·oone
“Are dragons no

It seems apparent that the illustrators
sponta
of the Book of Kells employed spontaneous creativity as they interpreted the
text through illustration.
monks' pictures are so intricate
The monks’
and whimsically
detailed that
they bring to
such
mind
elaborate
elaborate
doodles as oft
appear in the
cer
margins of cerlecture
tain
notes or perhaps
on the wellworn tablet of
paper by the
telephone.
illustra
The illustrators of the Book
o f Kells emem 
of
ployed wild spispi
rals, circles, inin
tricate braids,
ani
distorted animals, flowers,
faces and birds in their decorations.
It is suspected that these objects were
actually part of an elaborate system of
religious symbolism which has been
largely lost to our understanding today.
It is easy to glance disinterestedly at
If
the Chi Rho monogram for example, in
much the same way that one would look
at paisley.
Close examination of works like the
fasci
Book of Kells though, can lend fascinating insight into ancient times and
values.
—compiled by Jen Calvert
---<:ompiled

longer considered dangerous?"
dangerous?”
The Music Box Room is, I believe, selfexplanatory, and the Blue & White Room
china.
is a collection of blue and white china.
reBoth of these rooms were small and re
ally did not contain anything of note.
The Dragons Delight Room is where
don't
Newton places all of her finds that don’t
belong in any of the other rooms. This
includes dragon-ornamented lamps, bird
dragon
cages, and rugs, as well as a large dragonshaped incense burner.
variThe hallways are bedecked with vari
ous prints of dragon paintings. There is
“items you would never
also a display of "items
dragons,"
expect to be decorated with dragons,”
such as a suitcase, a box of spool cotton,
and a dragon-shaped bowl eating a man
whose body can be seen inside of the
bowl.
Obviously I've
I’ve only described to you a
dishandful of the over 2,000 dragons on dis
play, and visiting this museum was a truly
rec- .
unique experience. I do not, however, rec
ommend walking through without some
assistance.
The artifacts are not marked and are arar
ranged in a somewhat haphazard manner.
Fortunately, Matt Correll, the young
man behind the cash register, proved to
be an excellent tour guide. He patiently
walked with us from room to room, anan
swering all of our questions in detail.

A Museum of Dregons
Dragons
and
mid their lore
with a gift shop
“inspired
Inspired by Dragons"
The Dragon Museum is located oneI-75 on Brainerd.
fourth mile west of
o f 1-75

The admission price is $3.00, half the
price of a movie ticket. There is no charge
to browse in !he
the gift shop, which contains
some expensive collectible figurines and
reaunusual artwork but also offers some rea
sonably priced items.
If your relatives are tired of gifts from
anthe Tuck Shoppe, this could be your an
swer.

Movie company chooses
Covenant for film scene
By Jen Calvert
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Eight hundred years ago, a man named
Kringle was inspired with the desire to
bless children. To aid the fulfillment of
Kringle’s vision, an angel bestowed upon
Kringle's
him special gifts including a watch that
could stop time.
Kringle went on to become the origi
origibenal St. Nicholas, who, upon his death be
son-a tradition
queathed his job to his son—a
that was to continue for quite some time.
descendant,
· Many years later a young -descendant,
Robert Nicholas Kringle was placed
rather suddenly into the role of St. Nick
by the premature death of his father.
Feeling angry and confused, Bobby ran
away to the city. While there, he met a
woman who worked with foster children.
A mutual love for children drew the
two together, forcing Bobby to work
through his emotions as well as the callcall
ing in life he had been given.
This Christmas story written by Cleve
Nettles is being developed for possible
production in 1996-97 as ·a feature film
entitled Yuletide Journey.
Nettles, his co-producer, and assistant
director Harold Uhl, are members of an
independent film company which is
“committed to Christ and to the craft [of
"committed
film-making].”
film-making]."
Although the films Nettles and Uhl
produce are not necessarily blatantly
purChristian in subject matter, they are pur
"conposed to be honoring to Christ in “con
values."
tent, quality, and solidity of values.”
Covenant students encountered an ini
inistep of the film-making process as
tial .step

they entered the Great Hall on Jan. 19.
A section of space near the fireplace had
been quartered off for use in filming about
40 seconds of a five-to-ten minute preview
for the movie.
This preview, called a "trailer"
“trailer” in film
filmmaking lingo, will be used to show poten
potential financiers in hopes of raising the $8finai
10 million it will take to make the final
movie.
Covenant was chosen as the location for
this preview scene because of its fireplace.
primiThe film company was looking for a primi
tive, big fireplace, and in Nettles’
Nettles' words
“This was wonderful.”
wonderful."
"This
LookChris Roy, a former resident of Look
out Mountain, will be starring as Bobby
in the preview, and a Santa recruited from
the Chattanooga valley will be his father.
In the final version, Nettles and Uhl are
hoping to have Craig Sheffer from A River
Runs Through It or Noah Wyle from E.R.
as Bobby, and possibly Ashley Judd or
Jennifer Aniston as the woman.
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Growing pains of Chri~t
Christ
in Culture revisited

Inside Politics
A column.dedicated
column
dedicated to those who
who abide outside ooff the beltway.
,,:
·;,;f
Multimillionaire publisher and presidential hopeful Steve Forbes has pulled even

We want to create the conditions for re
reBy Steve Kaufmann
formed thinking and discussing around
Faculty Writer
social and cultural issues. I submit that
My assignment is to revisit the topic of such an enterprise, regardless of the issue
Christ in Culture seminars raised by Joel of credit, is worth our active engagement.
Wells several weeks ago. The criticisms
The variety ooff approaches taken. My
raised by Mr.Wells own view is that this is
often a
ts more often
either reflect the strength than a weakness. It is not surprissurpris
growing pains inevi
inevi- ing that each group has its own set of pri
pritable in a new course, orities and interests. As long as each group
or describe a course is attempting to address important issues
in serious need of re
re- from a reformed conception of culture,
construction.
then variety in format or topics is not a
My purpose is to argue the former.
problem in my judgment.
His article is concerned with the ad
adAdmittedly, what I am referring to is an
equacy of the text, the rigor of the course, ideal which is not always realized. There
the variety of approaches taken, and the are times when I come away from a class
apparent similarity with Self and Society. knowing that I have failed to meaningfully
I'd
I’d like to look at each point.
engage the class in the development of a
The adequacy ooff the text. Mr.
Mr.Wells
Wells very reformed conception of culture.
well may be right about the need to re
reIt remains, however, an intellectual jour
jourthink the text. We use Chuck Anderson’s
Anderson's ney worth taking, and requires the comcom
What in the World which in its day had a mitment of both professors and students
profound impact on hundreds of Covenant to make the journey successful.
students and many faculty as well.
The similarity with Self and Society. This
We continue to use it because it presents is Mr. Wells’
Wells' most important criticism. As
the traditional five ways of relating Christ the course develops, we ought to consider
and culture, and does it in a readable way. a different purpose for it that would mark
today's culture is shaped by it off from the other core courses, and
Of course, today’s
secular forces rather than by competing thereby heighten its relevance.
Christian approaches. And it could be
ar
bearThe course is for juniors who will soon
gued that the course needs additional read
read- be considering topics for their Senior In
Inings that engage students in a comprehen
comprehen- tegration Papers (SIP). Why not use the
sive cultural analysis of the nineties.
paper or presentation for the Christ in
A book such as Truth is Stranger Than Culture class as a springboard for the SIP?
it Used to Be: B
iblical Faith in a
Biblical
SIPs traditionally deal with a question
Postmodern Age by Richard Middleton or problem within the field of one’s
one's ma
maand Brian Walsh (Intervarsity,
(lntervarsity, 1995) might jor, and does so from a Christian perspec
perspecbe worth considering as a book to adopt tive. Perhaps as juniors, students could be
for the course. I think we still need to con-.
con building a knowledge
knowledgt: base from which to
sider the five ways to relate Christ and draw a SIP topic.
culture, and so Anderson’s
Anderson's text would
Such an approach might help us all to
serve well as a supplement.
see the work of our academic fields within
The rigor ooff the course. This one is the larger context of social, cultural, or
somewhat hard to respond to given the creational
Greational life.
large number of sections. My guess is that
The relationship of Christ and culture,
the level of rigor is uneven
uneveri across sections and the task of applying a Christian world
with some more challenging than others.
view to the issues of the day are central to
Another reason that this may be an is
is- the mission of the college. If the Christ in
sue is that the course carries only one Culture course is to be
be_valued by faculty
situ and students, it will have to be seen as an
credit. And so we may have created a situapproach. important way for the college to achieve
ation that lends itself to a survey approach.
Our intent, however, was more along the this mission.
mission .
lines of what Josh Leonard was describ
I think it is doing that now. Changes do
describing in the last Bagpipe.
need to be made, including ones I may not
Bagpipe.
As I understand it, he was arguing for have mentioned. Such changes, as I said
more collegial and informal interchange earlier, are part of the growing pains of a
between faculty and students around is
is- new course.
Hopefully this article and Joel Wells’
sues of mutual interest. This course was
Wells'
conceived out of the same interest, al
al- article, when taken together, adequately
though as a course rather than informal suggest the lines along which constructive
change can be made.
interchange. But the desire is similar.
similar.
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Hampshire. The Pew Research Center poll showed Forbes at 29 percent and Dole
at 24 percent among 543 Republicans and independents who said they were likely
to vote in New Hampshire’s Feb. 20 primary.
In simii.ir news, the Christian Coalition responded to the recent questionaire re■
issues “are either not conservative or difficult to explain....He wants to nuance
school prayer and abortion, and that’s hard to do in a voter guide.”
Also affecting the presidential vote this year w.ill be the major voting b
most a third of
of eligible voters were alive when Fran:klin
Franklin Delano RO()~
Roosevelt was
president.
Three
ot four voters don't
don't have college
Medicare recipients
p~ident. !'f'htee. of
lege degrees. Medicar~reci1>ients
outnumber
MTV
workers dwarf
Internet surfers. :_Welc6Ifie
Welcome ;ananoutnumber.:M
TV viewers. Factory wo
arfintemet
other fo11 ...... f "Slick Willy."
...

of the Union ad
gacent
^
to the¥ . ...
eked off
Capitol were blocked
off by yellowpoli
yellow police tape,,as
as is customary
block traffic forr
customary to 51oc
the presidentiaPmotorcade. But instead oft-·• e usual marking, "Police Lme-Do
Cross,” the tape bore the words "CrlmeScene."
“Crime Scene.”
Not Cross,"'the
John J. Pitney, Jr., Associate Professor of
Government at Claremont McKenna
o+ Government
M
College in"California, wrote an article in 1the<Weekly Standard .repriman
Democratic National Committee.
The
dd Wide Web s;ite rec
' a game of''ha
ing House Speaker Newt Gingrich. The player would
“guess letters
d "guess
lette of the alphabet
. . . . .
uess, ffie sit~■
to a stick figure and displayed a different quotation
At the end of
Q9 from Gingrich.
Gjngricb, A
the game, the screen showed the stick figure hanging
ging from a gallows, above the
game’s magic word “EXTREMIST”.”

You’ve no doubt read in recent months about the Clinton administration's efforts
to relax the U.S. embargo on communist Cuba, which has seen its tourism industry
grow by more than 40 percent in the past two years.
But before anyone does any more relaxing on—or in—Cuba, he should consider
the story of John Sweeney, Latin American analyst for the Heritage Foundation,
who just returned from a weeklong visit to Fidel Castro’s “romantic” hideaway.
In an interview with the Washington Times, Mr. Sweeney
disclosed that he was
ee.q_ey dist
arrested, detained and intensively interrogated by_Cuban
an authorities
authori · for four hours
on Jan. 6, just hours before he was to leave the
snowy
th€ island for his return to Jsnowy
Washington.
an immigration official
Washing _ __tHe was visiting Cuba when
wh he
_ _. _was
· as told by al!
that he ha<J.yiolated
had violated his tourist visa by meeting
meeting with enemies of the state and councoun
terrevolutions.
“They told
duped by the.PIA,
the CIA, and that whatl
what I had done cmild
could by
''They
tol~ me I had been d~d
punished
by indefmite
indefinite privation of libertyand
liberty and large fines, but that they wrre
were not
punished tjy
going fo
to do that tome
to me because lI had ~eep
been dupedd by the OlA,"
CIA,” 'w
wrote
rote Sweeney.
Since Clinton’ss:f!lanA-beingnicet9
Plan A—being nice to Cuba until
Castro felt compelled to make
Sin
filCastrofeltcomp
his country more like the United States—did
to Plan
States
not work, he is on
onto
Pl B—make
the United States more like Cuba.
In the current.issue
current issue of Washington Monthly: "The
“The president
president was somewhat mysmys
tified as to why there was no
mention of
him in the 3 October 1995 article
in the
no.mention
ofhimjn
article.in
‘Sex pm
Can Wait Plan Gets $200,000 Grant:
Arkansas Democrat Gazette entitled 'Sex
to Benefit 16 School Districts.’
Federal Aid to
Districts.' •.
“Apparently the program is called 'Sex
‘Sex Can.
Can W
Wait’
"Apparently
ait' and will receive some $200,000
this fiscal year for teachcr
teacher training, implementation, classrooms and evaluation.
The money comes froin
from the federal Office of
Programs,
of Adolescent Pregnancy .Programs,
which is within the HHS.
“Obviously,
"Obvi,
ously, not every announcement will
wHI specifically refer to the president, but
all federal departments arc
are being urged [by White House memos] to make sure that
that
announcements of grants and other programs refer to the president.”
president."

Wall Street Journal columinist Paul Gigot coIIUO.;utS
co m m its on "the
“the continuing and
“Grover Cleveland was the
remarkable re-invention of the Clinton presidency:”
presidency:" "Grover
only president to serve two non consecutive terms. Bill Clinton is the only presi
president serving two consecutive
term.”
con~ecurive presidencies in one term."
*•

In his State of the Union address, President Clinton took great delight in comcom
menting on his new drug czar General Barry R. McCaffrey’s
McCaffrey's three Purple Hearts
and two Silver Stars.
Samuel T. Dickens, Mr. ClintonClinton—
But as pointed out by retired Air Force colonel
colonel'Samuel
either because of poor staffing, poor speach writing, maybe indifference, or more
likely because someone didn't
didn’t know one military decoration from the other-Mr.
other—Mr.
·Clinton failed to recognize that McCaffrey was awarded the Distinguished Service
Cross (DSC), the highest award conferred by the Army, not once, but twice, for
separate combat tours in Vietnam.
Very few Army officers on active duty possess two. The DSC is awarded for
heroism—another foreign concept to President Clinton.
heroism-another
—compiled
-compiled by Karissa Case and Josh Leonard
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ts
ant studen
Covenant
students
Coven
battle forces of nature
By Laurel Reames
Guest Writer
I live with four women on West Brow
Road, in the heart of Lookout Mountain
"the
affluence. We like to call our home, “the
Brow."
shack on West Brow.”
Lately we’ve
we've been having problems
with our homey shack. It's
It’s cold when the
wind blows, hot when the air is still and
wet when it rains.
But we’ve
fluctuat
we've become callous to fluctuating temperatures and excess precipitation.
We’ve
We've weathered every storm on our
Blizshaky crag on West Brow, even the Bliz
'96.
zard of ‘96.
So we scoffed the weatherman on the
news who told us of the impending doom
'96. We
approaching with the Ice Storm of ‘96.
were invincible Thursday night as we sat
sweating in our 83 degree house. (The
wind was still that night).
didn't
Around 5:00 a.m. however, we didn’t
feel quite so invincible. I was awakened
by cracks so loud I thought God must be
cracking his knuckles.
Tree limbs groaned and strained under
the weight of the ice and finally broke their
backs and gave in, falling to their deaths
on the ground. It sounded like the inside
of a thunderbolt.
I imagined the weatherman on some
warm beach, drinking a Mai Tai, and
laughing maniacally over the fate of the
prophstupid oafs who had scoffed his proph
esies. Well, now we were listening; but it
was too late.
In our laziness, we had not thought to
buy groceries so we were left with frozen
chicken breasts and dry cereal for break
breakfast. We opted for cereal, sat in our house
that was slowly icing over, and planned
an exit strategy.
Our only alternative was to venture to
Jennifer Hostetter's
Hostetter’s parents’
parents' house on Lula
Lake Road, several miles from our home
liome
on West Brow.
solWe prepared for our journey like sol
essen
diers for war. We packed only the essentials, including make-up, a deck of cards,
a board game, about 20 frozen chicken
breasts, and Krista's
Krista’s hamster, Camille.
How to transport Camille proved to be
a problem. We couldn’t
couldn't keep her in a cage

or a box because of the possibility of death
susdue to the cold. So Krista decided to sus
pend Camille in a mesh bag from her neck
inside her sweater.
tranAfter witnessing the events that tran
spired as a result from placing Camille in
I've decided that it
bag, I’ve
a swinging mesh bag.
~II hamsters came with a
would be best if all
list of good and bad objects in which to
place them.
"Good
It would read something like this: “Good
hamster homes: cardboard boxes, wire
cages, or outside. Bad, very bad hamster
homes: Mesh bags suspended from a
human’s
human's neck. May induce vomiting and
hamster."
urination of the hamster.”
I would like to say that we foraged our
way from West Brow to Lula Lake road
using only our wits and cold hands to clear
fallen trees from the road and make the
way safe for travelers that came behind
us.
didn't
I would be able to say this if we didn’t
have such nice neighbors. They offered to
Hostetter's, so the only trek
drive us to the Hostetter’s,
by foot we made that day was from our
front door to theirs.
But that was journey enough. The ice
had formed around every branch, leaf, and
twig,and bent the boughs to brush our
heads, shoulders, and arms as we tried to
pass underneath.
Power lines lay across the road and
coiled like snakes waiting to bite us.
neighbor's car
We clambered into our neighbor’s
winand set off toward Lula Lake. All the win
dows except part of the windshield were
disprotected by a thick sheet of wavy ice, dis
recognitorting the outside world beyond recogni
igtion.
tion: It was as if we were traveling by ig
loo.
That night I knew what Edna St. Vincent
Millay meant in one of her poems when
she called the moon a liar.
The nearly full moon came down, and
reflectwith the stars, bounced off the ice, reflect
ing light into the night, giving the air a
near-dawn glow.
The moon hid the destruction the ice
storm had brought, the split trees that
crashed onto cars, homes and power lines,
and somehow gave the illusion of perfect
God-ordained design.

Poems
-, foems
by John ierltns
Perkins
"''!ylJohn
''❖

Through a cup of conservation
Tllrough
sleeve
I spit coffee on my s)eeve
with mr!belirt
my heart
cle;Jn t,yith
lI wiped it clean
While
did the tiilking
talking
eyes<iid
Wliile my eyes
Her lips moved $Uently
silently
Iler
The words ,sliced
the air
~ijced the
':Il!i~ords
lifted het
her hruJd
hand gently
gently
She µfted
And ran it through
througll her hair
Aud
I could have S}Y011)
sworn she ~d
said sometl}it).g
something
Il can’t remember
what
"
~:
rememlfer
It seemed she.smiled
she smiled amftumed
and turned away

air;!'

I have always dreamed I could enter
tain the eyes of a woman
To
briefly, ~d
and to let them go
th~mbriefly,
T<> hold them
Love appeared
Her divine
'"
divineiide
l!~r
This fair skinned woman
woriran
Or was she in my mind

Face to face
F~,Joface

She stepped off the bus:
bus
$~
good:bye
To say good-bye
I was to
miss
tom:\ss
lwas
Her misfy)<i~s
misty kiss
l:ler

head hits the pillow
and
flig~t
talc~. flight
and.dreams take

Cold hands pressed
us...
...
Silence came between us
And we parted
Md
As her hand left mine.
And she vanished
Into the mist.

Across the deep
deep
Aero~
~ades
moonlight cascades
sleep
While the children slee,e
the leave fall
tower clock strikes night

Speak Out
Compiled by Liz Pratt

you??
forr you
What was a romantic thing your husband did fo
Don surprised me with a big poster in my office expressing his love for me. On
the board were lots of symbols of his love like the Million Dollar chocolate bar he
myy office. But he is
int0
pasted on.
to m
so .surpiscd to see it when I walked in
on, II was so.surpised
paper, I have them all
always writing me little verses of poetry on little sheets of paper.
saved in a folder.
-Wilma
—Wilma Graham
Rudy always does little things for me out of the
blue. Right before we were married he gave me a
Steuben glass vase. When I turned 50, he gave me
an opal necklace, and another time he gave me an
amethyst ring!
—Collyn Schmidt
-Collyn

We went camping over fall break with students
and teachers in the Smokies and while were sitting
around the campfire Ethan was whittling at a stick. Someone asked him "Why
“Why are
"Who
asked,
he
so
answer,
you making yourself another stick?"
stick?” Ethan didn't
didn’t
“Who are
it was for
knew
everyone
and
me,
to
fire
the
you making it for?”
for?" He pointed across
me.
—Linda Pettit
-Linda
honeyOn our tenth anniversary, Artie surprised me with a re-creation of our honey
moon. He did all the planning, made the reservations, and even arranged for a
babysitter. It was a huge surprise.
—Susan Green
-Susan

He took me to Edinburough without the kids.
.He
,
-Barb MacDougal
—Barb
Besides the everyday thoughtful things Frank does
his.dirty
for me like picking up his
dirty clothes and doing the
dishes without me asking him to, he got me a very
special ring. I had given my engagement ring to Krue
to give to Holly and went a whole year without a ring.
On our 25th anniversary trip, Frank got a ring for me
because it broke his heart to see me without one.
—Dottie
-Dottie Brock
ringFor Valentine's
Valentine’s Day our first year of marriage, he gave me an engagement ring—
a ruby with diamonds. Since we had such a short engagement, he gave me a ring
after our wedding!
—Rebecca Dodson
-Rebecca

tines' Day
Valentines’
St. Valen
• •
• •
s1ng
originss surpr1
surprising
or1g1n
By Liz Pratt
Features Editor
Today is Valentine’s
Valentine's Day and love is in
the air at Covenant. How will you spend
the day?
Some stress over the fact that they have
no sweetheart with whom to spend the day.
Girls look forward in vain to flowers for
themselves at the switchboard. Others just
tralook forward to the candy the Brocks tra
ditionally supply on the Great Hall tables.
Some of you see no point to Valentine’s
Valentine's
Day because you don’t
spread
don't care about spreading love and you don’t
don't want to rot out your
teeth. Let me console you with the fact
that Valentine’s
Valentine's has not always been a day
of love and candy.
Traditionally love is celebrated on this
nothday but the origins of the day have noth
ing to do with romantic love.
In the back of our minds we know the
day has something to do with St. ValenValen
tine. Didn’t
to· people by
Didn't he show love to
enc_o uraging Day Spring cards
sending encouraging

with Bible verses on them? Well..
no.
Well ....no.
St. Valentine is the name given to a
priest and bishop martyred on February
14,269. Roman Catholics celebrated these
I 969. These
martyrs with a feast until 1969.
people had a deep love for Jesus, but they
associ
hardly represent the type of love associated with Valentine’s
Valentine's Day.
The association of love and courtship
cowith Valentine’s
Valentine's Day comes from the co
incidental date of February 15, which was .
the Roman festival of Lupercalia.
This festival was in honor of Faunus,
the god of fertility and flocks. After sacri
sacrificing goats and a dog on the Palatine Hill
called
in ancient Rome, young men called
Luperci raced around the boundaries of the
hill striking those they met with whips
made of the goatskins. Women struck were
ensured of fertility and easy delivery of
children.
celSound romantic? How these two cel
I’ll never under
underebrations got confused, I'll
stand.
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Mortal ·Scots fall to
surging Bryan Lions
Lions avenge early season 104-99 OT loss
Thompson
By Aaron Thompson
Staff Writer

When the Covenant Scots faced off
against Bryan College at Scotland Court,
it was a telling of a Tale of Two TransiTransi
tions.
Both squads have traditionally
traditionally' been
middle-of-the-TVAC packers in recent
years. However, this season has marked
Covenant's ascent to the upper eschelons
Covenant’s
Bryan's demise to the cellar.
and Bryan’s
Unfortunately for the Scots, the season's
season’s
homestretch has brought proof that the
team is mortal.
on·
the other end of the spectrum, Bryan
On'the
arrived on Lookout Mountain riding a
conferthree-game winning streak in the confer
ence.
As the laws of physics dictate, the visit
visiting Lions’
Lions' momentum proved to be too
much for the slipping Scots.
The game began sloppy and slow with
neither team able to connect. When a
Bryan player drove baseline to dunk his
team to a 7-6 lead in the sixth minute of
play, Covenant would fail to get any closer
for the rest of the game.
Although Bryan refused to relinquish
the lead, the Scots hung close to give the
Lions a ballgame.
The visitors made their run late in the
first half due to 4 of 10
IO shooting from the
perimeter and the inside play of big man
Kris Clinton. The first half ended with
Bryan staking claim to a 38-29 lead.
Despite the Scots corning
coming out of the half-

manag_ed
time locker room on fire, Bryan managed
to answer fire with fire.
Jeremy Luther poured in a game high
27 points to keep the contest close. But
Luther's
Luther’s performance was overshadowed
evby a Bryan squad that seemed to have ev
erything going its way.
In a play that typified the kind of night
it was, Bryan, with time expiring on the
shot clock, threw up a prayer on the run
that went off the backboard and in the goal.
A determined, upset-fearing Covenant
squad made a run of their own led by Joey
Logterman's
Logterm
an’s back-to-back steals and
layups.
With a newfound intensity, the Scots
ripped down numerous rebounds to get
second and third efforts on each possesposses
sion.
However, the bucket seemed to have a
glass lid on it as the Scots failed time and
again to capitalize on scoring opportuniopportuni
ties.
Covenant did manage to battle their way
to within three points, 76-73, in the wan
waning 30 seconds of the game. However,
when the Scots were forced to foul, Bryan
rose to the occasion and hit their freethrows down the stretch.
The overachieving Lions eeked out a 7975 win in a heartbreaker for Covenant.
Coach Brooks will now try to reverse
this late-season downswing by the Scots.
With the post-season now in sight, the
Scots hope to begin a touch of the invin
invincibility that seemed to bless them for the
majority of this year's
year’s campaign.

Cold Scots knocked off
again by TN Wesleyan
son the Scots were easily defeated by the
Bulldogs.
Coach Brooks was displeased with his
don’t fall. team's
Some nights the shots just don't
team’s overall performance.
The rebounds seem to all go to the other
“It was sluggish and flat. This was not
"It
team. Every tim
timee you look at the · typical of how this group has played so
scoreboard your opponent's
opponent’s lead is big
season.”
big- far this season."
ger and bigger.
“Maybe it was a little 'mountain
‘mountain fever’
"Maybe
fever'
The Scots had one of those nights this from being stuck up here all week,"
week,”
past Tuesday as the Bulldogs of Tennes
Tennes- Brooks quipped about the frustrating loss.
see Wesleyan pasted them 92-79.
“There’s not a lot of positives to say
"There's
The lone highlight of the game was that about that game."
game.”
at one point the Scots were down by 33
Jeremy Luther again poured in 28 while
points and were able to roar back to within Dell Cornett grabbed se~en
sei'en rebounds and
eleven, but no closer. They took a game added 13 points.
that could have been a laugher and made
The defeat dropped the Scots into third
it somewhat competitive.
place in the TVAC at 9-5, one-half game
Wesleyan built an early 20-10 lead with behind Bluefield, whom they have yet to
a deft shooting touch . and never looked play.
back. Meanwhile the Scots were ice cold
Their overall record is 13-11.
until midway through the second half.
They play at home against Tusculum
At that point they narrowed the gap to College, whom they lost to earlier this sea
sea81-70 but that was as close as Covenant son, tomorrow at 7:30p.m.
would get, as for the second time this seasea
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

Jere my Luther gets off a jump shot against
Even against a host ooff defenders, Jeremy
Tennessee Wesleyan. Luther has carried the Scots on offense with nearly 28 ppg.

Scots win one, lose
one on road trip
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor
Much like the Lady Scots, the Scots split
their weekend doubleheader, losing to
Clinch Valley and then defeating the
mighty Cobras of Virginia Intermont.
In the Friday night game, the Scots built
a nine-point bulge at halftime but then
went ice cold from the floor in the second
half, shooting at only a 28 percent clip.
The score ended in a 67-60 Cavalier vic
victory.
Coach Ken Brooks called the Scots poor
shooting “the
"the story of the game.”
game."
"The last couple
“The
e’ve
couple of weeks w
we've
struggled on the offensive end,”
end," he added.
Jeremy Luther scored 28, just above his
season average while collecting six re
rebounds. Dell Cornett recorded a double
doubledouble with 13 points and 10 boards while
Joey Logterman added nine.
The next night the Scots got back on the

winning track, knocking off the Cobras by
a 74-67 count.
“The
"The game was a wild one. We came
cold," said Brooks
out strong but then went cold,”
team's early 23 point advantage.
of his team’s
The athletic Cobras climbed back in the
game and took a nine point lead of their
own in the second half with an effective
extended zone.
The Scots made some offensive adjust
adjustments and a Jake Walls three-pointer with
three minutes to play put the Scots up for
good 66-65. Their free throws iced the
game while Virginia Intermont went cold
at the end as they were unable to convert
a basket down the stretch.
Luther mirrored his previous perfor
performances with 28 points and five boards.
Cornett recorded his second straight
double-double with 20 points and 12 re
rebounds. Cedric Thomas chipped in with
eight points and 10 boards.

Rescheduling Updates
The Scots’
Scots’ games that
Scots' and Lady Scots'
were scheduled for Feb. 2,3 ,but were
canceled because of the weather, will be
made up.
On Feb. 15, rather than traveling to
C hattanooga to face the Tennessee
Chattanooga
Temple Crusaders, both squads will host

Virginia Intermont at 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.
The Temple games will
wiU be played at a
date not yet announced.
Then on Feb. 22, the Scots and Lady
Scots will welcome
we1come Bluefield for a
double header at 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Off the bench, in a sixth-man role,
role, Carey Whitfield provides valuable rebounding.
rebounding.
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overwhelml
Lady Bulldogs overwhelll
Krieg-less Covenant
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor
On February 2, the Lady Scots suffered
another conference loss, this time at the
hands of the Lady Bulldogs of Tennessee
Wesleyan. With the defeat the Lady Scots
fell into a tie for sixth place in the conferconfer
ence.
Early on the Scots hung with the deep,
talented Lady Bulldogs who had pasted
Covenant several weeks prior in Athens,
TN.
The score was 10-8 in favor of Wesleyan
before they went on a 10-3 run to push
their lead to 20-11, with a Kim Klein threepointer being the lone score for the Lady
Scots.

At half-time Wesleyan had widened
their lead to 42-26 with a distinct reboundrebound
ing edge and some deadly three-point
shooting.
The second half produced much of the
same as Covenant could get no closer than
10 late in the game, before bowing out 7464.
Kim Klein had an impressive second
20.
half with 17, as she finished with 20.
Heather Hammond struck for 17, grabbed
five boards, had five steals and dished out
assists. Melissa Ferman added 12
four assists.
points
points- and six rebounds.
The loss put the Lady Scots at 7-13 overover
all. They will face Tusculum College, the
top-ranked team in the conference, at
home tomorrow at 5:30.

Intramurals '96
‘1
lntramurals

Heather Hammond heads back down court after another driving lay-up.

Hammond
d 30 not
Hammon
enough against Bryan

Men’s Over~IIRecords
Overall Records
;fen's

Women’s
Overall Records
Women's OverallRecords
(as of 2-7-96)
(ai'<)f

(as of 2-7-96)
2-7-96)'HH
.{as
.. ,~, ,i,-

forr 40 in earlier win over Intermont
Klein hits fo
played with the flu and was limited to 19
minutes of play.
At halftime Covenant found themselves
Watching
scorroster-dwindle to seven down by
t,y nine, 31-22 with Hammond scor
Watching_their roster'dwindle
players. Finishing a game with only three ing 16 and senior captain Melissa Ferman
play- accounting for the other six.
players on the court. Struggling for.
for a play
Not much changed in the second half
off spot in the TVAC. Losing the number
one player in the conference in scoring, as the Lady Lions held Covenant to 34%
shooting from the floor. Hammond and
rebounding and field goal percentage.
These are all scenarios the Lady Scots Ferman were the lone bright spots as they
be- . poured in 30 and 13 respectively.
have faced this season with the latter be
Without Krieg, the Lady Scots were
ing the most devastating. When Angela
nuKrieg went down with a tom ACL several outrebounded 52-37, allowing Bryan nu
under
games ago, the Lady Scots were suddenly merous second chance buckets underleft with a roster of six. Further, they lost neath.
Hammond led the way with 7 boards
22 points and 12 rebounds a game, not to
mention their on court leader and "heart
“heart and 5 steals, while Sara Huffine and
Ferman each pulled down six rebounds.
and soul"
soul” for the past two ·seasons.
seasons.
Regardless, the Lady Scots had to press
********
match
on and, against Bryan College on January
The weekend prior to the Bryan match
con up the Lady Scots _hit the road for two
30, they were faced with an important con. ference foe and nearby rival in the Lady games in Virginia.
On Jan. 26, Covenant hit only 34% of
Lions. The game also marked the return
of a former Lady Scot, Lisa Franklin, who their shots in losing to the Lady Cavaliers
this past year graced the volleyball court of Clinch Valley College, 79-66.
With only one substitute on the bench,
for Coach Sue Rowe. Franklin will rere
main with the team for the remainder of the Lady Scots fought valiantly but could
the year, despite several nagging injuries not contain Clinch Valley who subbed
and will be welcomed back by either Rowe freely and coasted to the 13 point win.
Hammond scored 28 and had six steals
or Smialek next season.
ofthe season came while Brown hit for 18, grabbed six boards
Their first meeting of
early on as Covenant was impressive in a and snagged five steals. Klein scored eight
and pulled down eight rebounds.
win at Athens.
The next day featured an explosion of
This match-up would be much differ
differC ovenant
ent, however, producing a 66-49 Lady points for both team
teamss as Covenant
outlasted
Virginia
Intermont
94-84.
lntermont
Lion triumph.
Bryan pulled to an early 12-5 lead and
The highlight of the night was clearly
Klein’s 40 points, her second 40+ point
never looked back, despite some flashy Klein's
guard play for Covenant freshman point game of the season. She hit nine three
guard Heather Hammond. Hammond pointers overall, setting a school record,
went the distance for the weary Lady en route to the 40. Hammond struggled
includ from the floor but made up for it at the
Scots, tallying 30 points overall, including eight out of nine at the charity stripe. line, scoring 18 points and dishing out an
Minutes later, Kim Klein went down eye-popping 14 assists. Brown tallied 20
hard on her shoulder near the Bryan bench while Huffine led the team with 11 re
reand had to be helped off the court. This bounds.
Lady Scots a
capaciThe game handed the Lady_
limited her shooting and dribbling capaci
ties and along with a week-long battle with much needed win as they are struggling
without their star forward Angela Krieg,
the flu held he(to
her to a meagre two points.
Fellow Lady Scot starter Jen Brown also who recently underwent surgery.
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor
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Felchabuts II
Freakshow
Big Flowers
Lynch Mob
-%
Doo Doo Brown
Can’t Decide
Bring It On Home
Team Whitebread
Enjoy Yourselves
Pimpdog & 7 Dwarfs
Super Chodged
Soul Train

10-0
7-1
7-2
6-2
6-i
6-2
(j-~
5-4
3-5
2-6
2-7
1-6
1-6
0-9

Mens Scoring Top 20
(as of 2-7-96)
1. Jason Heerema
27.43
2. Andy Rowe
22.00
19.75
3. Stephen Hitchcock
4. Jeremy Deutschmanni 19.63
18.14
5. Josh Keck
15.86
6. Ray Hellings
1.5.86
15.44
7. John Perkins
1.5.44
15.25
8. Dave Franklin
15.
15.25
Jon Mullen
1.5
13.88
10. Dave Harkins
t3.8$.,,
13.80 ,
13.80
11. Mike Vonhof
13.75
13,75
12. Marty Marquis
13.43
13. Todd McMillian
13.43
12.00
14. Mark Wallace
12:0Qyt\qi'
12.00
Jason Trimiew
11.33
16. Mike McDonald
tl.33
11.17
17. Peter Brangwin
11.17
17.
10.88
18. Brandon Justice
18.
10.83 "
19. Travis Pow;finga
Poortinga
L().83
i0.63
20. Campbell Silman
10.63 ''

;ann iS~~i'.++~,

,i) t

TheCystas
Cystas
Tl:J.e

5-1
5-1
The Jungle-Censored 5-1
5-1
TheJungle--Cet_1sored
2-2
Tucker’s Terrors
2-2
Tucker's
2-3
Lava Lamps
2-3
2-3
Vitamin
E
2-3
1
Rare Essence rr
II •'.>'i%'·
1-5
1-5
1-5
Charms
1-5
Lucky Channs

Womans Scorio~
Scoring Top 10 10
· Wo~ins

(a§
(as af
of 2-7-96)

1. Kim Hinson
I.
2. Joanna MacNair '"
Vonhof
3..,. Sarah ,V
onho!.w
4. Tricia
Tuckcr r,:
iaTuckerif
5. Mel issa Stanton ?
, ,.,,,, " 5.Melissa
6. Laini Young
Kelly Reilly
8. L):Qia
Lydia Thomp
Thompson
" 8.
9. Kristi
?R:risti Burgin
9:W
10. Erin Harris
HJ.

@,

m

18.80
18.80
12,75
12.75
11.83
11.83
11.6{)
11.60
11.25
11.2.5
11.20
11.20
11.20
11.20
10.00
10.00
8.80
8.80
8.75
8.75

the men's
men’s side, Felchabuts II is
On the
clearly. the team to beat
an unblemunblem
ith ap.
' · with
cl
ished record.
Freakshow is not
be
nor far tie-,
ord. Frea
hind with
surprise loss to Doo Doo
th only a sumri
Flowers, Lynch Mob artd
and
Brown. Big Flowers;
Can’t Decide should all vie for the title.
Can't
The Cystas
Cystas have
inated the
~.~
,? .m inated
b,ve,,. ?dom
l'be'
women’s side ani:l
and l;liJe'
have just one l9ss
loss
women's
coming by
forfeit. The
Jungle wilI
will be'the
be the
Th~"Jungle
bYforfeit
only team that could
could knock off The
Cystas.
Volleyball will begin after Spring
Spring
Vo}leyball
Break.
Look
for
information
the inin
on
it\fomiation
Break;,.J:.,ook
tramural boards in a few weeks.

an open teammate agaihst.Rare
against Rare Essence /I.
II.
/()()ks for a~
Kat Gulick of Lava Lamps looks
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P.O.
P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSET
TS 02119
MASSACHUSETTS
(617)
(617) 361-3631
Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because
because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.

The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research program
s,
programs,
and leadership program
programs.
s.
Corpor_
ations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Corporations,
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs
Program s to students
students
annually, regardless of grades or parents incom
e levels.
income
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